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Christine de Pizan: Life, Work, Legacy provides an introduction aimed specifically at a general audience to the life and times of the medieval author Christine de Pizan. Organized into four main chapters, the book begins with an overview of Paris during Christine’s lifetime in order to contextualize what follows: a consideration of Christine’s artistic output and vision; her proto-feminist writings; and how her legacy has endured across the intervening centuries. The critical apparatus, which consists of a simplified chronology, endnotes, a list of Christine’s principal works, a select bibliography, and index, provide sufficient but not overwhelming information for the non-specialist reader.

The introduction is, essentially, a brief biography of Christine, organized thematically according to the different types of literature that she produced over the course of her writing career. My only quibble with it is that Cooper-Davis presents the biographical information gleaned from Christine’s texts as if it were unvarnished truth, and it is not until the beginning of chapter 3 that she acknowledges that “little can be said about Christine de Pizan’s life with any certainty” (85). However, Cooper-Davis weaves a compelling narrative, peppered with titles and quotations that will spark readers’ interest in learning more about Christine and her works.

“A Visit to Christine’s Paris” travels between the past and the present to offer readers an interdisciplinary understanding of the city at the end of the fourteenth and beginning of the fifteenth century. Much like Christine does in certain of her works, Cooper-Davis combines documented history and carefully chosen images with lived experience to bring the medieval city space to life. The cityscape is then populated with the most important political figures among Christine’s long list of patrons as Cooper-Davis lays out the basic elements of the Hundred Years War and civil strife during this period. This context for Christine’s writings makes clear how involved she was in contemporary politics, part of Cooper-Davis’s careful, consistent efforts to push back against prejudices about medieval women without attributing to Christine beliefs that she did not hold.

The second chapter, “Christine’s Artistic Vision,” opens with a fun, accessible explanation of how bespoke books on parchment were made. The text segues neatly into an exploration of Christine’s atelier and her involvement in the production of her own works. In
Cooper-Davis’s presentation of the identification of Hand X as Christine’s own, Cooper-Davis makes clear to readers just how much women were capable of in the Middle Ages, as well as what challenges often stood in their way. Her discussion of the illuminators associated with Christine’s workshop offers a tantalizing glimpse into the complicated world of medieval artists, well calibrated for students who have not yet taken an art history course.

Chapter 3, “Christine Stems the Fountain of Misogyny,” tackles the difficult proposition of communicating the essence of the *Querelle de la Rose*, which also entails sketching out the basics of medieval ideas of authorship, authority, and originality. Cooper-Davis is also careful to point out that Christine’s proto-feminism is still accompanied by a rather essentialist understanding of gender. This chapter is the most traditional in that it primarily consists of literary criticism, as opposed to the more interdisciplinary nature of the other chapters, but the way Cooper-Davis has explicated her citations indicates that she remains very aware of her intended audience.

The final chapter, “Christine’s Legacy in Early Modern and Modern Culture,” provides the most potentially new information to scholars who are already versed in Christine’s oeuvre and the related secondary sources. After tracing Christine’s descent into obscurity during the early modern period, Cooper-Davis briefly remarks on her mid-twentieth-century revival by Simone de Beauvoir before moving on to a review of the positive and negative ways that Christine has been taken up in modern editions and media, including video games. Most intriguing for this reviewer were the various twentieth- and twenty-first-century artworks discussed, as they simultaneously indicate to the book’s readers the extent of Christine’s international reputation as well as the benefits of looking beyond any single country’s cultural horizon in an exploration of an individual’s cultural significance.

The images scattered throughout the book are typically well placed and well chosen, drawing readers in regarding the topic that is about to be discussed or offering a reproduction of the miniature or artwork under consideration. However, the minimal information offered in the captions about these images’ sources and current locations was frustrating, even in a book aimed at a popular audience.

In all, Cooper-Davis has done an admirable job of getting to the heart of matters involving Christine in such a way as to engage a variety of newcomers—from people who might not have picked up a book about any medieval historical figure before, let alone one about
In this volume editors Rachel May Golden and Katherine Kong place voice at the center of medieval French and Occitan poetry and song, “pos[iting] voice as a multivalent and multimedia phenomenon ... that enacts aspects of communication, exposes individual and communal emotions and beliefs, negotiates gender and class relationships, and asserts an authorial, social, or rhetorical power” (2–3). The focus on voice allows for an engagement with philosophical and literary traditions, examining the role of gender in medieval social systems, the role of the voice as something that differentiates humans from animals, and the role of the voice as very much an embodied phenomenon but also existing as traces in written forms. The act of “restoring female voice and subjectivity to their rightful place alongside male voices in medieval French literature and lyric” emerges as a primary focus across the volume.

Catherine Kong’s “Silence and Speech in Le Chevalier de la Charrette” opens up the volume with an examination of the gendered roles of literary production in Chrétien de Troyes’s prologues and then more closely in the Charette. This chapter examines the role of the voice and unvoiced promise, silence, and speech acts in the broader economy of gendered relations in the romance. These turns offer nuanced and novel approaches to Chrétien’s work, arguing that the apparent contingency of Lancelot’s masculinity is in fact framed by a security in which even seeming violations of masculine performance reinforce rather than critique it. Tamara Bentley Caudill’s “It Takes Two: Considerations of Voice and Performance of the Male-Female Tenso” follows and focuses on the gendered experience of reading the tenso. Voice emerges as what the medieval listener may have heard, very different from the voice imagined by a modern reader, and framed by the assumed or presumed gender of the writer. She critiques the long-standing tradition that the